
TVB software is available on the VRE platform and can be accessed in many ways, both                
through the VDI or the VRE Portal. 
 
Through the VDI, users can access the TVB web GUI in a browser at: http://s-hdp-tvb-p002.               
That is a nice way of interacting with the software because it is more discoverable and users                 
have a visual feedback of their actions. 
 
A second way to interact with the same TVB backend is via its REST API. This is the                  
mechanism that BrainX3 is using to retrieve data and launch operations in TVB. The              
documentation for this REST API can also be accessed in the VDI browser at:              
http://s-hdp-tvb-p002:9090. 
 
Beside these 2 interfaces, we can also use TVB through its scripting interface. The scripting               
interface is intended for users that are familiar with coding in python and want full access to the                  
TVB API.  
 
TVB is distributed as a python library on Pypi, so users can easily install it from there, and use it                    
in their python scripts or jupyter notebooks. 
 
Having full access to the TVB API is important for users that want to implement very specific                 
use-cases or to extend the TVB code in different ways, like adding a new mathematical model                
and using it in simulations. Another advantage of this interface is that users are writing scripts                
which are reproducible and easy to share. 
 
We have made the scripting interface available also on the VRE and the way it can be used is                   
through a JupyterHub instance that can be accessed via the VRE Portal. 
The main steps that users have to do in order to access it are: 

- Login to the platform 
- Choose the TVB-Cloud project 
- Go to the right-side menu bar and select JupyterHub 

 
Here, a user has his own environment, where he can create notebooks from scratch or upload                
notebooks from his local machine. The environment is based on a Python3 kernel and it is                
already provisioned with the tvb-library. So, if we create a new notebook, we can directly import                
tvb and use it. 
 
But to give you a more clear example of using the TVB API in a notebook, I will upload an                    
existent one and go through it step by step. Here we want to configure and run a simulation,                  
then plot the results. 
 
We start by importing the TVB command API in the first cell. Then we instantiate a Simulator                 
object and study its parameters.  
The nice part of this API is that TVB provides defaults for most of the operations, so it is easy for                     
new users to set up a simulation and play with the API. 

http://s-hdp-tvb-p002/
http://s-hdp-tvb-p002:9090/


The only required data type that we need to prepare for the simulation is a Connectivity. So, we                  
load one from the tvb-data folder, in the third cell. We can display details about it and analyze                  
them, e.g. we can see it is a connectivity with 76 regions. Then, we can easily plot it and this                    
may be a better way to do analysis for some users. 
 
We could also change the other parameters of the Simulator object. Here we use a different                
mathematical model (e.g. the JansenRit model), then we define a HeunStochastic integrator            
and we keep the default AdditiveNoise type but we want another value for the nsig parameter.  
 
In the next cell, we make sure all of these new configurations are set on the Simulator object.                  
And the remaining step is to actually run the simulation by calling the run() method of the                 
simulator. 
 
The results can be plotted or stored for later analysis, it depends on the user’s needs. 
 
Similar flows can be configured via the web GUI by clicking around and via the REST API by                  
providing a file with this configuration. In those cases, the storage is automated and there are                
already viewers available for the results. 
 
Choosing the proper TVB interface to work with depends on the user and what he wants to                 
achieve. By having all of these available in the VRE, we are offering many types of users the                  
option to choose the interface they prefer to work with. 


